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Louis Meuleman is a Visiting Professor of Public Governance at the University of Leuven, 

Belgium, and a long-standing expert, researcher and author on sustainability governance 

and science-policy relations, combining academic and practical experience, with work 

experience at UN, EU, national and subnational level. He is affiliated with three universities. 

He is currently vice-chair of the high-level UN expert group CEPA which advises UN 

member countries and UN bodies on SDG-related systemic issues of public administration 

and governance. His passion is about making science and policy work together, about better 

understanding the long-term challenges, the drivers of change and linkages between them 

and the SDGs. Louis has a PhD in public administration which is cited in more than 500 

academic publications, and an MSc in environmental biology. 

Public service  [or better: Relevant work experience ?] 

Member of the European Environment Agency (EEA) Scientific Committee; director of a 

national science-policy advisory council (RMNO) in the Netherlands; head of unit in national 

and subnational environment departments in the Netherlands; coordinator Environmental 

Implementation Review at the European Commission; member of the editorial board of the 

journal Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal; author of several books about 

(sustainability) governance; co-founder of the think tank Public Strategy for Sustainable 

Development (PS4SD), Brussels, Belgium. 
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